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While other mortgage lenders are hiking their rates like crazy, Best Transaction Funding are
slashing their interest rate deals. 

  

  

Our MEGA fall sale offers just 1% on loan amounts from $600k to $1M*. 

  

  

Simply enter Coupon Code "1%MEGABLAST" with your funding request.

  

  

Applies to all loans closing before the end of the year. 
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This Is The Time To Buy

  

This is a fantastic time for real estate wholesalers to be buying and lining up deals. 

  

  

Fall is the best season for writing offers on property. There may still be the tail end of the back
to school season to capitalize on. After which sellers panic during the following seasonal lull in
competition. 

  

  

Other recent trends in mortgage rates, and home loan defaults are compounding this, so that
real estate investors can take advantage of more negotiability, and even better discounts on
new properties. 

  

  

Line Up Those Windfall Profits

  

Some housing markets are still experiencing up to 40% year over year appreciation. Both hyper
affordable markets where people are moving to, as well as wealthy enclaves used for asset
protection. 
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Others will see their uptick closer to the end of the year. Annual bonuses, a surge in economic
and real estate activity from Black Friday through New Years Eve all help to make this one of
the great time to sell. 

  

  

We’re Here To Help

  

Other real estate lenders are just hiking interest rates like crazy, because they think they can. 

  

  

We truly want to see you succeed and grow your business. 

  

  

So, while unconventional, we’re slashing our rates to put our money where our mouth is. Plus,
enjoy our same great human service for getting those deals that make sense done.

  

  

Request your POF  or apply for your loan  with us and lock in this deal today!
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*NOTE: This 1% sale is not to be combined with any other special offers and referral fees do
not apply.
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